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1. PRECAUTIONS
1-1. Safety Precautions
Precautions During Use

 Warning
Interference with the Operation of Other Equipment
(Using Wireless Data Communication)

 • Keep your Handheld Terminal at least 22 centimeters (811/16") away from anyone wearing 
a pacemaker. Radio waves emitted by the Handheld Terminal can affect the operation of a 
pacemaker.

 • In order to protect someone wearing a pacemaker from the risk of unintentional interference, 
turn off the Handheld Terminal before boarding a crowded train or entering any other crowded 
area.

 Caution
Foreign Objects

 • Take care to ensure that metals or combustible objects are not inserted into the openings of 
the Handheld Terminal and its options. Such the objects inside of the Handheld Terminal create 
the danger of fi re and electric shock.

Location
 • Do not locate the Handheld Terminal and its options on a surface that is unstable or uneven. 

Doing so creates the danger of the Handheld Terminal falling, which can cause personal injury.

 • Do not locate the Handheld Terminal and its options in an area subject to large amounts of 
humidity or dust. Doing so creates the danger of fi re and electric shock.

 • Do not leave the Handheld Terminal and its options for a long period in a car parked in direct 
sunlight.

Heavy Objects
 • Never place heavy objects on top of the Handheld Terminal and its options.

  Doing so creates the danger of loss of balance and the objects falling, which can cause 
personal injury.

LCD Screen
 • Never apply strong pressure to the screen or subject it to strong impact.

  Doing so can crack the screen or LCD panel glass, which can cause the danger of personal 
injury.

 • Should the LCD panel glass break, never touch the liquid inside. Doing so can cause skin infl  
ammation.

 – Should liquid from the LCD panel accidentally get into your mouth, immediately wash your 
mouth with water and then consult a physician.

 – Should liquid from the LCD panel accidentally get into your eyes or onto your skin, immediately 
rinse for at least 15 minutes with clean tap water and then consult a physician.
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Lithium-ion Battery Pack

 Danger
 • Never allow the battery pack to become wet. Water can create the danger of battery pack heat 

emission, explosion, and fi re.

 • Never use or leave the battery pack next to open fl ame, near a stove, or any other area exposed 
to high heat. Doing so creates the danger of battery pack heat emission, explosion, and fi re.

 • Never use the battery pack with any device other than the Handheld Terminal. Doing so can 
create the danger of battery pack heat emission, explosion, and fi re.

 • Note that the battery pack’s positive (+) and negative (–) polarities must be oriented correctly 
when it is loaded into battery charger or the Handheld Terminal. Connecting the battery pack 
with its polarities reversed creates the danger of battery pack fl uid leakage, heat emission, 
explosion, and fi re.

 • Never dispose of the battery pack by incinerating it or otherwise expose it to heat. Doing so 
creates the danger of battery pack heat emission, explosion, and fi re.

 • Never allow the positive (+) and negative (–) terminals of the battery pack to become connected 
(shorted) by metal. Doing so creates the danger of battery pack heat emission, explosion, and fi re.

 • Never transport or store the battery pack together with a necklace, hair pins or other metal 
objects. Doing so can short battery pack terminals, creating the danger of battery pack 
heat emission, explosion, and fi re. Be sure to place the battery pack in its case whenever 
transporting or storing it.

 • Never throw the battery pack or otherwise subject it to strong impact. Doing so creates the 
danger of battery pack heat emission, explosion, and fi re.

 • Never pierce the battery pack with nails, hit it with a hammer, or step on it. Doing so can create 
the danger of battery pack heat emission, explosion, and fi re.

 • Never try to take apart the battery pack or modify it in any way. Doing so creates the danger of 
battery pack heat emission, explosion, and fi re.

 • Use only the specifi ed battery charger to charge the battery pack. Use of other type of battery 
charger creates the danger of battery pack heat emission, explosion, and fi re.
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 Warning
 • Never place the battery pack in a microwave oven or any other high-voltage device. Doing so 

creates the danger of battery pack heat emission, explosion, and fi re.

 • Should the battery pack emit a strange odor or heat, change color or shape, or exhibit any 
other abnormal behavior, immediately stop using it. Continued use creates the danger of 
battery pack heat emission, explosion, and fi re.

 • If the amount of time period the battery pack can serve becomes considerably short, stop 
using it. It may indicate the possibility of a malfunction in the battery pack. Continued charging 
the battery pack creates the danger of heat emission, explosion, and fi re.

 • If the battery pack does not achieve full charge after the normal charging time has passed, stop 
charging it. Continued charging creates the danger of battery pack heat emission, explosion, 
and fi re.

 • Should the battery pack start to leak or emit a strange odor, immediately move it away from any 
nearby fl ame. Leaking battery fl uid is combustible, and exposure to fl ame creates the danger 
of explosion and fi re.

 • Should fl uid from the battery pack accidentally get into your eyes, do not rub them. 
Immediately rinse your eyes with clean tap water and then consult a physician immediately

 Caution
 • Never use or leave the battery pack in an area exposed to direct sunlight, in a car parked in 

direct sunlight, or any other very hot area. Doing so creates the danger of heat emission and 
fi re, as well as deterioration of battery pack performance and shortening of its service life.

 • Do not use the battery pack in areas where static electricity is being generated. Doing so 
creates the danger of battery pack heat emission, explosion, and fi re.

 • Danger of explosion if the battery pack is incorrectly replaced.

 • Replace only with same or equivalent type recommended by CASIO. Dispose of used batteries 
according to the local regulation.

 • Should fl uid from the battery pack accidentally get onto clothing or your skin, immediately 
rinse it off with clean tap water. Prolonged contact with battery pack fl uid can cause skin 
irritation.

 • Keep the battery pack out of the reach of small children. Do not let small children remove the 
battery pack from battery charger or the Handheld Terminal while it is powered on.
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AC Power Supply

 Warning
 • Do not use the Handheld Terminal at a voltage other than the specifi ed voltage. Also, do not 

connect the Handheld Terminal to a multi-plug power strip. Doing so creates the danger of fi re 
and electric shock.

 • Avoid conditions that can cause damage or breaks in the power cord. Do not place heavy 
objects on the power cord and keep it away from sources of heat. Any of these conditions can 
damage the power cord, creating the danger of fi re and electric shock.

 • Never modify, sharply bend, twist, or pull on the power cord. Doing so creates the danger of 
fi re and electric shock.

 • Power cable (especially on the plug)
Never use a detergent to clean AC adaptor, especially on the plug and the jack.

 • When using the battery chargers and the cradles, be sure to use the respective AC adaptors (sold 
separately). Use of other AC adaptor model creates the danger of fi re and electric shock.

 • Should the power cord become severely damaged (to the point that wires are exposed or broken), 
replace it with a new cord. Use of a damaged electrical cord creates the danger of fi re and 
electric shock.

 Caution
 • Keep the power cord away from stoves and other sources of extreme heat.

Heat can melt the covering of the power cord and create the danger of fi re and electric shock.

 • Never pull on the power cord when unplugging it. Doing so can damage the cord and create the 
danger of fi re and electric shock. (Always hold the plug when unplugging it from the wall outlet.)

 • Never touch the plug while your hands are wet. Doing so can create the danger of electric shock.

 • Be sure to unplug the power cord from the wall outlet before moving the battery chargers and 
the cradles. Failure to do so can result in damage to the power cord caused by pulling it, which 
creates the danger of fi re and electric shock.

 • Be sure to unplug the power cord from the wall outlet before cleaning the battery chargers and 
the cradles.

 • Be sure to unplug the power cord after use.

 • Unplug the power cord from the wall outlet whenever leaving the battery chargers and the 
cradles unattended for a long period.
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1-2. Operating Precautions
   Your Handheld Terminal and its options are precision. Improper operation or rough handling can cause 

problems with data storage and other problems. Note and observe the following precautions to ensure 
proper operation.

 • Do not continue operating the Handheld Terminal when battery power is low.

  Doing so can cause data to be lost. When the battery goes low, charge it as soon as possible.

 • Do not leave dead battery pack in the Handheld Terminal for a long period.

  Dead battery pack can leak, leading to malfunction and damage to the Handheld Terminal.

 • Use the Handheld Terminal and its options only within the specifi ed temperature range.

  Use outside of the specifi ed temperature range creates the risk of malfunction.

 • Avoid using the Handheld Terminal and its options in areas subject to the following conditions.

  The following conditions create the risk of damage to the Handheld Terminal.

  — Large amounts of static electricity

  — Extreme heat or extreme cold

  — High humidity

  — Sudden temperature extremes

  — Large amounts of dust

 • Never use thinner, benzene, cosmetic cleaning fl uids, or other volatile agents to clean the 
Handheld Terminal.
To clean the Handheld Terminal, wipe it with a dry cloth, or a cloth moistened in a weak solution 
of water and a mild neutral detergent. Wring all excess moisture from the cloth before wiping.

 • Although the Handheld Terminal meets the IP54 level of the International Standard IEC529, pay 
your attention to the following when using it in the rain.

  — After a large amount of rain or water falls on the Handheld Terminal, wipe off it immediately.

  — Do not use it in the rain for a long period of time.

  — Make sure the battery cover and connect cover are closed securely before using it.

  — Do not press on the screen or keys with excessive force when using it in the rain.
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1-3. Precautions when handling and using the product
Charging, Feeding, Batteries
 Use HA-F20BAT or HA-F21LBAT as the rechargeable battery pack.

 A secondary battery is used as a backup. 
 Do not replace the main battery when the backup battery is not yet fully charged. Removing the main 

battery while the backup battery is used-up may cause deletion of data.

 The rechargeable battery pack may suffer from low voltage due to shipping inspection and natural 
discharge. Make sure to charge the rechargeable battery pack before using the product.

 Life of the rechargeable battery pack will be shortened as it is repeatedly charged and discharged. 
 Replace the rechargeable battery pack when continuous operating time becomes extremely shorter even 

if it is fully charged.

 Charge the main battery within the temperature from 0 to 40 °C. 
 Failure to do so does not charge the battery as the charging protection function starts working.

 Memory (RAM) can be backed for about 10 minutes without the main battery when the backup battery is 
fully charged.

 Make sure to load the rechargeable battery pack when charging.

Other
 This product uses sensitive wireless communication. In order to perform good communication, do not use 

devices that emit radio waves (such as a cell phone) near the product during the communication. If such 
devices must be used, keep them away from the product (ex. keep a cell phone away from the product 
more than 30 cm.)

1-4. Storage
 Remove the battery when storing the product for a long period of time.

 Avoid storing the product in the environment with higher temperature (more than 60 °C) such as inside a car.

RISK OF EXPLOSION IF BATTERY IS REPLACED BY AN INCORRECT TYPE.
DISPOSE OF USED BATTERIES ACCORDING TO THE INSTRUCTIONS.

CAUTION
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2. GENERAL
2-1. LINE UP

MODELS
Feature

Scanner Bluetooth W-LAN

DT-X100-10E Laser Class2 IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n

DT-X100-20E 2D Imager Class2 IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n

2-2. OPTIONS
CRADLE and CRADLE TYPE BATTERY CHARGER

HA-F60IO (PY-551AA) / HA-F60IO-CN (PY-551AAC)

USB Cradle
Interface : USB (ver.1.1)
Charge Time : Approx. 3 hours (HA-F20BAT)

Approx. 5.5 hours (HA-F21LBAT)
AC Adapter : AD-S42120B
HA-F62IO (PY-554AA) / HA-F62IO-CN (PY-554AAC)

LAN Cradle
Interface : LAN (10base-T/100base-T)

USB (ver.1.1)
Charge Time : Approx. 3 hours (HA-F20BAT)

Approx. 5.5 hours (HA-F21BAT)
AC Adapter : AD-S42120B
HA-F30CHG (PY-556AA) / HA-F30CHG-CN (PY-556AAC)

Cradle Type Battery Charger
Charge Time : Approx. 3 hours (HA-F20BAT)

Approx. 5.5 hours (HA-F21LBAT)
AC Adapter : AD-S15050B
HA-F36DCHG (PY-556AA)

Cradle Type Multiple Battery Charger
Charge Time : Approx. 3 hours (HA-F20BAT)

Approx. 5.5 hours (HA-F21LBAT)
AC Adapter : AD-S60160B
Up to three HA-F36DCHG can be connected.

BATTERY CHARGER
HA-F32DCHG (PY-555AA) / HA-F32DCHG-CN (PY-555AAC)

Dual Battery Charger
Charge Time : When charging one battery: 

Approx. 3 hours (HA-F20BAT)
Approx. 5.5 hours (HA-F21LBAT)

When charging two batteries:
Approx. 5.5 hours (HA-F20BAT)
Approx. 10 hours (HA-F21LBAT)

AC Adapter : AD-S42120B
Up to three HA-F32DCHG can be connected.
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AC ADAPTER
AD-S42120BE (PX-872GE) / AD-S42120BE-CN (PX-872GEC)

For USB Cradle / LAN Cradle / Dual Battery Charger
Input : AC 100-240 V, 50/60 Hz, 1.2 A
Output : DC 12 V, 3.5 A
AD-S15050BE (PX-872EE) / AD-S15050BE-CN (PX-872EEC)

For Cradle Type Battery Charger
Input : AC 100-240 V, 50/60 Hz, 0.4 A
Output : DC 5 V, 3.0 A
AD-S60160B (PX-872HA)

For Cradle Type Multiple Battery Charger
Input : AC 100-240 V, 50/60 Hz, 1.5 A
Output : DC 16 V, 3.7 A

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY PACK
HA-F20BAT (PY-553MA) / HA-F20BAT-CN (PY-553MAC)

Battery Pack
Rated Capacitance : 1100 mAh
Rated Voltage : 3.7 V
HA-F21LBAT (PY-553LA) / HA-F21LBAT-CN (PY-553LAC)

Large Capacity Battery Pack
Rated Capacitance : 1880 mAh
Rated Voltage : 3.7 V

DRY CELLS BATTERY CASE (For DT-X7 M10 series only)
HA-F22BC (PX-552AA) / HA-F22BCC (PX-552AAC)

Dry Cells Battery Case
Requires four AAA alkaline batteries

CABLE
DT-380USB (PX-820AB)

USB Cradle - PC

2-3. CONSUMABLE ITEMS
Name Model Remark

Battery Pack
HA-F20BAT

HA-F20BAT-CN
Sales Option

Large Capacity Battery Pack
HA-F21LBAT

HA-F21LBAT-CN
Sales Option
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2-4. SPECIFICATIONS

Item Specifi cations
CPU Marvell® PXA320 806MHz
OS Microsoft® Windows® Embedded Compact7
Memory RAM 256MB

FlashROM 512MB (User area: 300MB)
1D Laser model Frontage Straight 24 degree

Wavelength 645 ~ 664nm
Optical Output 1mW or less
No. of scans 100 ± 20scan/sec
Resolution 0.127mm
Read PCS 0.45 or higher
Readable Distance Approx 40 ~ 550mm
Scan Width Max. 424mm (Depth 550mm)
Ambient light Sunlight 50,000 lux or less
Readable 
Symbologies

UPC-A/UPC-E/EAN8(JAN8)/EAN13(JAN13)/Codabar(NW-7)/
Code39Interleaved2of5(ITF)/MSI/Industrial2of5/Code93/
Code128(EAN128)/IATA/GS1 DataBar Omnidirectional(RSS-14)/
GS1 DataBar Limited(RSSLimited)/
GS1 DataBar Expanded(RSS Expanded)/
GS1 DataBar Stacked(RSS-14Stacked)/
GS1 DataBar Expanded Stacked(RSS Expanded Stacked)/
GS1 DataBar Truncated/
GS1 DataBar Stacked Omnidirectional(RSS-14 Stacked Omnidirectional)

2D Scanner 
model

Principle CMOS imager, 832 × 640, Monochrome
Aimer Laser: 650nm, 1mW or less
Frontage Straight 37 degree
Resolution 1D: 0.127mm

2D Stacked: 0.168mm
2D Matrix: 0.191mm

Read PCS 0.45 or higher
Readable Distance 1D Resolution 0.25mm: 45 ~ 250mm

1D Resolution 0.5mm: 69 ~ 400mm
2D stack ed Resolution 0.25mm: 40 ~ 230mm
2D matrix Resolution 0.25mm: 64 ~ 150mm
2D matrix Resolution 0.5mm: 48 ~ 300mm
* Varies depending on the environment and transmission rate.

Scan Width Max. 39mm (Depth 45mm)
Max. 277mm (Depth 400mm)
* Varies depending on the environment and transmission rate.

Focusing 5 inch
Ambient light Sunlight 50,000 lux or less
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Item Specifi cations

2D Scanner 
model

Readable 
Symbologies 
(1D)

UPC-A/UPC-E/EAN8(JAN8)/EAN13(JAN13)/Codabar(NW-7)/
Code39Interleaved2of5(ITF)/MSI/Code93/
Code128(GS1-128(EAN128))/Code11/
GS1 DataBar Omnidirectional(RSS-14)/
GS1 DataBar Limited(RSSLimited)/
GS1 DataBar Expanded(RSS Expanded)/
Code32/GS1 DataBar Truncated(RSS-14 Truncated)/ISBT

Readable 
Symbologies 
(2D Stacked)

PDF417/Micro PDF/Composite/Codablock F/
GS1 DataBar Stacked Omnidirectional (RSS-14 Stacked Omnidirectional)/
GS1 DataBar Expanded Stacked (RSS Expanted Stacked)/
GS1 DataBar Stacked (RSS-14 Stacked)/
GS1DataBar Truncated (RSS-14 Truncated)

Readable 
Symbologies 
(2D Matrix)

Aztec,DataMatrix,Maxicode,QR Code,Micro QR

Vibrator Notices scan reading

Display System TFT

Display Size 2.4 inch

No. of Dots 240 (horizontal) × 320 (vertical) (QVGA)

Dot Pitch 0.15mm (vertical) × 0.15mm (horizontal)

Gradation 65,536 colors

Display Font Scalable font

Backlight LED backlight

View Angle 80 degrees (right - left - up - down)
* Contrast: more than 10

Indicator LED 3-color (Red, Green, Blue) LED × 1
2-color (Red, Green) LED × 1

Input Keyboard With key backlight

Control Keys Power, Reset

Side (Trigger) Keys Center, L, R

WLAN Standards IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n

Type of Emission Spread spectrum communication system

Spread Spectrum
Modulation

802.11a/g/n: OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) method
802.11b: DSSS (Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum) method

Modulation Method BPSK,QPSK,CCK,16QAM,64QAM

ITU code
(Emission Identifi er)

802.11a/g/n:  D1D, G1D
802.11b:  G1D
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Item Specifi cations

WLAN Radio Frequency
Center frequency

Frequency range

IEEE802.11a/n(5GHz)
W52: 36/40/44/48ch (5.18 ~ 5.24GHz)
W53: 52/56/60/64ch (5.26 ~ 5.32GHz)
W56: 100/104/108/112/116/120/124/128/132/136/140ch 

(5.50 ~ 5.70GHz)
IEEE802.11b: 1 ~ 13ch (2.412 ~ 2.484GHz)
IEEE802.11g/n(2.4GHz): 1 ~ 13ch (2.412 ~ 2.472GHz)

IEEE802.11a/n(5GHz)
W52,W53: 5.15 ~ 5.35GHz
W56:  5.47 ~ 5.725GHz

IEEE802.11b: 2.400 ~ 2.497GHz
IEEE802.11g/n(2.4GHz): 2.400 ~ 2.4835GHz

Transmission Rate 802.11a/g: Max. 54Mbps
802.11b: Max. 11Mbps
802.11n: Max. 65Mbps
* Varies depending on the environment.

Transmission 
Distance

802.11b/g/n(2.4GHz): In doors - 50m, Out of doors - 150m
802.11a/n(5GHz): In doors - 50m, Out of doors - 150m
* Varies depending on the environment and transmission rate.

No. of Channels 802.11a/n(5GHz)
W52,W53: 4ch
W56:  11ch

802.11b: 13ch
802.11g/n(2.4GHz): 13ch

Channel Interval 802.11a/n(5GHz): 20MHz
802.11b/g/n(2.4GHz): 5MHz

Channel Bandwidth 802.11a/b/g/n:  20MHz

Output 802.11a: Max. 14Mbps
802.11b: Max. 20Mbps
802.11g: Max. 15Mbps
802.11n: Max. 14Mbps

Other Function Roaming among multiple access points
* Depends on access point

Security Security: WEP(64/128bit)/WPA/WPA2WPA
Encryption scheme: TKIP/AES
Authentication method: PSK/EAP-TLS/PEAP-MSCHAP-V2
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Item Specifi cations

Bluetooth
Communication
Class 2

Standard Bluetooth® Specifi cation Ver.2.1+EDR

Type of Emission Spread spectrum communication system

Spread Spectrum 
Modulation

FHSS (Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum) method

Modulation Method GFSK (1MbpS), Π/4-dqpsk (2Mbps), 8-DPSK(3Mbps)

ITU Code
(Emission Identifi er)

F1D,G1D

Radio Frequency 2.400 ~ 2.4835GHz

Transmission 
Distance

Approx. 3 m
* Varies depending on the radio wave conditions and environment.

No. of Channels 79ch

Channel Interval 1MHz

Channel Bandwidth 1MHz

Output Max. 4dBm (PowerClass2)

Profi le GAP, SDP, SPP(Client, Server),DUN, OBEX Object Push Profi le

USB Host Transmission rate: Full speed (12 Mbps), Low speed (1.5 Mbps)

Client Transmission rate: Full speed (12 Mbps)

Speaker Monaural

Microphone Monaural

<Power Supply/Data Communication Terminals>

1 2 3 4
6 5

Pin No. Name Function Input/Output

1 D+ USB D+ IN / OUT

2 D– USB D– IN / OUT

3 USB_ID USB host/client switching IN

4 V BUS USB power -

5 GND GND -

6 V CRADLE Power supply/charge to DT-X200 -
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<Power>
Item Specifi cations Remarks

Main Battery Lithium ion battery Standard/Large-capacity

Backup Battery Rechargeable lithium battery × 1 Built-in type

Operating Time

* Normal temperature
* Brand-new battery

Standard Battery Pack
- Laser model: Approx. 15 hours
- 2D model: Approx. 13.5 hours
Large-capacity Battery Pack
- Laser model: Approx. 26 hours
- 2D model: Approx. 23 hours

• CPU speed setting
= Automatic power saving mode

• Backlight = OFF
• Standby:Key input:Scan = 20:1:1

Standard Battery Pack
- Laser model: Approx. 10 hours
- 2D model: Approx. 9 hours
Large-capacity Battery Pack
- Laser model: Approx. 17 hours
- 2D model: Approx. 15 hours

• CPU speed setting
= Automatic power saving mode

• Backlight = OFF
• Standby:Key input:Scan:Wireless

= 20:1:1:1

Standard Battery Pack: 
Approx. 5 hours
Large-capacity Battery Pack
Approx. 9 hours

• CPU speed setting
= Automatic power saving mode

• Backlight = TYP
• Wireless LAN power = ON
• Bluetooth power = ON
• Automatic power OFF = Disabled
• Auto dimmer = Disabled
• Automatic backlight OFF = Disabled
• Standby:Key input:Scan:Wlan:Bluetooth

= 467:140:59:49:5

Backup Time
(Backup Battery only)

RAM: 10 minutes
RTC: 72 hours or more

• Normal temperature
• Backup battery is fully charged.

Backup Time
(Main Battery +
Backup Battery)

RAM: Approx. 72 hours • After a main-battery remaining alarm occurs.

Main Battery Charge 
Time

Standard Battery Pack: 
Approx. 3 hours
Large-capacity Battery Pack
Approx. 5.5 hours

• Normal temperature
• Power = OFF
Standard Battery Pack
- In 30 minutes after battery alarm, charged up 

to 50%.
- In 10 minutes, charged to the amount worth 1 

hour (50 minutes or more) operation .
Backup Battery
Charge Time

Approx. 4 days • Normal temperature
• Time required to be fully charged with the Main 

Battery is installed.
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<Dimensions>

Approx. 53mm
(Display)

Approx. 51mm
(Grip)

Approx. 24mm
(Display)

A
pp

ro
x.

 1
69

m
m

Approx. 31mm
(Grip)

<Weight>
Approximotely 175g
(when standard battery pack and bumper are installed)
Approximotely 195g
(when Large-capacity battery pack and bumper are installed)
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2-5. Mouse emulator function
The mouse emulator function lets you make settings and adjustments by using a mouse cursor.
To use this function, activate it as follows.

Y Activating the mouse emulator function
 • While no mouse cursor is shown on the screen, press the “Fn” key followed by the “4” key. The mouse 

cursor appears, and the mouse emulator function is now active.
 * To turn off the function, press the same key sequence again, i.e. “Fn” key  “4” key.
 * Each push of this key sequence toggles the function between on and off.

Y Using the mouse cursor
Activate the mouse emulator function as described above.
 Mouse cursor movement
 • Press a numeric key for the direction in which you want to move the mouse cursor.
    Mouse cursor moves in the arrow direction.

 * Holding down a key moves the mouse cursor continuously.

 Left click
 This serves for selecting a fi le, making a menu selection, or a similar action.

 • Move the mouse cursor to the position where you want to click, and press the “5” key.

 Right click (calling up a menu)
 • Move the mouse cursor to the position where you want to click, and press the Trigger R key.

 Left double click
 Performing this action while the mouse cursor is on an icon starts an application, opens a fi le, etc.

 • Move the mouse cursor to the position where you want to double click, and press the “5” key twice.
 * The double click timing follows the double tap setting of Windows CE. The setting can be changed by 

accessing the “Mouse” icon in the Control Panel.

 Dragging
 This action allows you to move an application icon on the screen or a fi le or folder in File Explorer.

 • Move the mouse cursor to the position where you want to start dragging, and press the “5” key. Then move 
the mouse cursor by holding down the “5” key and pressing another numeric key for the direction in which 
you want to move. The selected item will be dragged along with the cursor. When you release the “5” key, 
the item is dropped at the current location.
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3. RESET
When a power on factor occurs, resume or reset is used to start the system.
A reset clears program execution status. Therefore, data on the RAM in work is discarded, because there is a 
possibility that in the middle of writing a fi le is corrupt, you need to be careful. Resume, will return to the program 
execution state before power OFF.

(1) Resume
 If the device has had its power turned off (to suspend) normally, it resumes the next time its power is turned 

on. Resume, and continue the process that was running the last of the power supply is OFF. Program 
execution memory in RAM, unsaved data in use, and data in data storage memory and FlashDisk are 
retained.

(2) Reset
 When you press the RESET button, or you can run when you perform a soft reset function.
 Running program is discontinued, after shutdown process, and then run the reboot of the OS. Root disk (¥, ¥ 

Windows folder, etc.) and registry information, FlashDisk, data on the SD card will be retained.

 [Caution]
(1) If you lock the system during the reset process (when no response time is more than about 10 seconds), 

it will be forced to reset by skipping the shutdown process.
(2) When not restarting the body even if a RESET button is pressed, please do the following operation."CLR" 

while a key and a "0" key are being pushed, a RESET button in the body back is pressed.

(3) Full reset
 This occurs if both Power and CLR keys are held down at the same time and then the Reset button is 

pressed for a period of one second or longer, by default, while the terminal is in operation.
 Running program is discontinued, after shutdown process, and then restart the OS.
 In this situation, the confi rmation message “OK to clear?” is displayed twice. Use the right trigger key and left 

trigger key to confi rm. If the right trigger key is pressed in response to both times the confi rmation message 
is displayed, the memory (data storage memory, and OS and program execution memory) is cleared, and 
initialization is performed. However, data on FlashDisk is retained.
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(4) User disk clear
 Press the Reset button for a period of one second or longer while the Fn key, CLR key, and the period key 

are pressed. Full reset and similar warning screen appears.
 Operation is also the same. Root disk (¥, ¥ Windows folder, etc.) and the registry, is initialized to the factory 

default state. After formatting the FlashDisk, you can start it and then re-load the OS to RAM do the reset 
process.

 (Such as patch that is placed on a FlashDisk (CAB fi le) also disappears.)

 [Caution]
 The format of FlashDisk, takes time. Therefore, when you press the power button immediately after DISK 

clear, there are times when it does not start device. In this case, please perform the operation after waiting 
for a while.

(5) Power-on reset
 This happens if there is no external power supply (AC) and the main battery are not in place, so the unit has 

absolutely no battery power (discharged), and then a battery is fi tted into the unit.
 All RAM data storage memory (data and databases saved by the user, applications installed in RAM, etc.), 

program execution memory used by the OS and applications, and memory used by drivers are all “completely 
initialized” (clear). However, data on FlashDisk is retained.

 RAM 4 minutes in a state of disconnect the battery, clock, 72 hours will be backed up.
 (I call the state that holds only watch and RTC backup state).
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4. DISASSEMBLY

1. Tools required

• Special screwdriver (Y-shaped head)
• #0 and #1 precision screwdrivers (Phillips head)
• 1.4 to 2.0mm precision screwdriver (fl at-bladed)
• Tweezers
• Soldering iron for lead-free solder, and lead-free solder

2. Disassembly and reassembly of each block

2-1. U-CASE-UNIT, I-CASE-UNIT and L-CASE-UNIT
(1) Remove the battery pack.

Screws (S2)

(2) Turn DT-X100 upside down and undo 6 special 
screws with the special screwdriver (Y-shaped head).

(3) Insert your nail between the U-CASE and L-CASE, 
slide them to unhook the 2 hooks located on both 
sides, and fl oat the L-CASE.

 Hook positions 

 

Insert your nail 
between the cases 
and slide them to 
unhook the hooks.

(4) With the DT-X100 still turned upside down, open the 
left side of the L-CASE a little while serving the right 
side of the L-CASE as a supporting point.
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(5) Remove the connector of the USB-WIRE-SUB-ASSY. 
Open the L-CASE-UNIT by 180 degrees.

 
Connector

(6) Peel off  the tape TAPE/CONNECTOR-B and TAPE/CONNECTOR-C that holds down the connector.
Remove the coaxial cable of the WLAN-5G-UNIT and the FFC/SUB.

 

FFC/SUB

Coaxial cable

TAPE/CONNECTOR-C

TAPE/CONNECTOR-B

(7) Assemble the removed parts by reversing the disassembly procedure.
Connect the coaxial cable of the WLAN-5G-UNIT and insert the FPC-PY055VA4-SUB.
Attach the TAPE/CONNECTOR-C to the connector. After that, attach the TAPE/CONNECTOR-B to the 
coaxial cable.

NOTE: Be sure to connect the coaxial cable to the right side connector in the picture below.
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2-2. U-CASE-UNIT and I-CASE-UNIT
(1) Remove the L-CASE-UNIT. (Refer to 2-1.)

(2)  Remove 2 connectors of the KEY2-UNIT from 
the MAIN-UNIT by lifting them upwardly.

 

Connectors

(3) Remove the TAPE/CONNECTOR-B that holds the cables.

 

 

TAPE/CONNECTOR-B

(4) Remove the antenna and buzzer cables from the respective connectors on the MAIN-UNIT.

Antenna connector

Buzzer connector

Buzzer cable

Antenna cable

(Leaser/2D model)

(5) Slightly raise the key side of the I-CASE-UNIT, 
and then pull it out to separate the I-CASE-
UNIT from the U-CASEUNIT.

 

I-CASE-UNIT
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(6) Assemble the removed parts by reversing the disassembly procedure.

NOTE: When assembling the I-CASE-UNIT to 
the U-CASE-UNIT, insert the projections 
of the I-CASE and MAIN-UNIT under the 
libs of the U-CASE-UNIT.

Insert the projections under the libs.

NOTE: When connecting the antenna cable to 
the MAIN-UNIT, run the cable as shown 
below.

 

Antenna cable

NOTE: Attach the tapes as shown below.

A

   

Fold back this part to the inner side.

TAPE/CONNECTOR-B

Attach the tape along 
the housing.

Run the antenna cable as 
shown below and fix it 
together with the buzzer 
cable.

View "A"

Attach the tape to the side.
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3. L-CASE-UNIT

* The following explains the procedure after the L-CASE-UNIT has been removed from DT-X100 (Refer to 2-1).

3-1. LASER-MODULE (Laser model)
(1) Peel off  the TAPE/CONNECTOR-B and remove the FPC from the connector.
(2) Undo 2 screws and remove the LASER-UNIT from the L-CASE-UNIT.

Screws (S3)

TAPE/CONNECTOR-B

(3) Undo 2 screws and remove the LASER SCANNER from the LASER HOLDER.
(4) Peel off  the TAPE/CONNECTOR-A and remove the FPC-PY055VA4-LS.

Screws (S4) TAPE/CONNECTOR-A

(5) Assemble the removed parts by reversing the disassembly procedure.
Attach the CUSHION/LASER-A and CUSHION/LASER-B to the FPC-PY055VA4-LS. (For the locations, 
refer to the picture below.)
Attach the TAPE/CONNECTOR-A so that it covers the connector.
After that, attach the CUSHION/LASER.

TAPE/CONNECTOR-A

CUSHION/LASER-B

CUSHION/LASER

CUSHION/LASER-A
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3-2. 2D MODULE (2D model)
(1) Peel off  the TAPE/CONNECTOR-B and remove the FPC from the connector.

 

TAPE/CONNECTOR-B

(2) Undo 3 screws and remove the 2D-UNIT from the L-CASE-UNIT.

 

Screws (S3)

(3) Undo 2 screws and remove the 2D SCANNER from the 2D HOLDER.
(4) Remove the FPC/2D with the CUSHION/2D being attached to it.

CUSHION/2D

FPC/2DScrews (S7)

(5) Assemble the removed parts by reversing the disassembly procedure.
Attach the CUSHION/2D to the connector of the 2D MODULE.
Attach the TAPE/CONNECTOR-B to the positions indicated in the picture below.

CUSHION/2D

TAPE/CONNECTOR-B

Reference position for attaching: 
Center of the connector
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3-4. Replacing the backup battery
(1) Remove the SUB-PWB-UNIT. (Refer to 3-3.)

(2) Unsolder the BATTERY (VL2320/1F2) from the 
SUB-PWB-UNIT with the soldering iron.

(3) Solder the new BATTERY to the correct 
terminals of the SUB-PWBUNIT while paying 
attention to the polarity.

(4) Attach the CUSHION/SBAT and TAPE/SBAT to both front and back sides of the BATTERY.

 

TAPE/SBAT
* Back side of the BATTERYCUSHION/SBAT

3-5. TRG-L-UNIT and TRG-R-UNIT
(1) Remove the SUB-PWB-UNIT. (Refer to 3-3.)

(The following procedure is for the TRG-L-UNIT. However, the same procedure applies to the TRG-R-
UNIT.)

(2) Remove the TRG-L-UNIT by lifting the COVER/
TRG-L upward.  

COVER/TRG-L

W-TAPE/TRG-L

TRG-L-SUB-ASSY

PCB ASSY/TRG-L

COVER/TRG-L

W-TAPE/TRG-R

TRG-R-SUB-ASSY

PCB ASSY/TRG-R

COVER/TRG-R

[ Left side ] [Right side ]
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(3) While pushing the trigger key inward from the outside, remove the TRG-L-SUB-ASSY that is attached to 
the L-CASE with the TGR-TAPE-L by peeling it off . 

(4) Assemble the removed parts by reversing the disassembly procedure.
NOTE: Once the TGR-TAPE-L is removed, its adhesive force is weak. Therefore, use the new one.

NOTE: Push down the TRG-L-SUB-ASSY until it stops, 
and then push it outward to fi rmly attach it.  

NOTE: When assembling the TRG-COVER-L, be sure 
that no wire of the TRGL-UNIT-VA4 is caught. Be sure that no wire is caught.

3-6. USB-UNIT-VA4 
(1) Remove the TAPE/CONNECTOR-B on the right 

and left sides, and fl oat the cable of the USB-UNIT-
VA4 from the L-CASE.

 

TAPE/CONNECTOR-B

(2) Push the USB-UNIT-VA4 from the outside while 
paying attention so as not to damage the terminal 
board, and remove the USB-UNIT-VA4 that is 
attached to the L-CASE with double faced tape.

USB-UNIT-VA4
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(3) Assemble the removed parts by reversing the disassembly procedure.

NOTE: Pay attention not to damage the CN5 springs 
on the USB-UNIT-VA4.  

NOTE: Once the USB-UNIT-VA4 is removed, its 
adhesive force is weak. Therefore, use the 
new one.
(For the new USB-UNIT-VA4, the USB-TAPE 
is already attached.)

USB-UNIT-VA4

W-TAPE/USB

NOTE: After attaching the terminal section of the 
USB-UNIT-VA4 to the L-CASE, put its cables 
in the grooves of the L-CASE as shown.

Put in the grooves.

NOTE: Put the cable in the concave part of 
the L-CASE and fi x it to the L-CASE by 
attaching the TAPE/CONNECTOR-B 
to the position near the TRG-KEY. (On 
both right and left sides)

Attach the tape near the TRG-KEY.

Put the cable in the concave part.

TAPE/CONNECTOR-B
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3-7. Replacing the WLAN-5G-UNIT
(1) Peel off  the UNIT/WLAN-5G and TAPE/CONNECTOR-B.
(2) Attach the new UNIT/WLAN-5G and TAPE/CONNECTOR-B.

The positions to attach them are shown below.

(Laser model)

UNIT/WLAN-5G

TAPE/CONNECTOR-B

(2D model)

UNIT/WLAN-5G

TAPE/CONNECTOR-B

3-8. Replacing the L-CASE 
(1) Remove the L-CASE-UNIT from DT-X100. (Refer to 2-1.)
(2) Remove the following parts from the defective L-CASE-UNIT.
• LASER-UNIT, SUB-PWB-UNIT, USB-UNIT and VIBRATION-MOTOR
• TRG-COVER-R & TRG-R-UNIT-VA4, and TRG-COVER-L & TRG-L-UNIT-VA4 (Refer to 3-5.)

(3) Assemble the above removed parts on the new LOWER CASE ASSY.
NOTE: Use the new double faced tape USB-TAPE for attaching the terminal section of the USB-UNIT-VA4.

(4) Attach the new RATING that matches the 
product model and also the new LABEL/
CAUTION to the LOWER CASE ASSY.

(5) Carefully peel off  the serial plate from the 
defective L-CASE and attach it to the new 
LOWER CASE ASSY.

LABEL/CAUTION

LABEL/AD

LABEL/RATING
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(6) Mark the new LABEL/REVISION so that the 
mark is the same as the one marked on the 
LABEL/REVISION of the defective L-CASE.

(7) Assemble the L-CASE-UNIT on the U-CASE-
UNIT/I-CASEUNIT. (Refer to 2-1.)

LABEL/REVISION

4. I-CASE-UNIT

* The following explains the procedure after the I-CASE-UNIT has been removed from DT-X100 (Refer to 2-2). 

4-1. PCB ASSY/MAIN
(1) Insert your nail between the MAIN-UNIT and I-CASE on both left and right sides of the I-CASE-UNIT, 

unhook the hooks that secure the PCB ASSY/MAIN to the I-CASE, and fl oat the PCB ASSY/MAIN from 
the I-CASE.

 

PCB ASSY/MAIN

I-CASE

Insert your nail here.

Hooks

(2) Peel off  the TAPE/CONNECTOR-B, 
disconnect the LCDUNIT from the connector, 
and remove the PCB ASSY/MAIN.

LCD-UNIT

TAPE/CONNECTOR-B
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Replacing the ANT-CABLE
Peel off  the TAPE/CONNECTOR-B and remove the ANT-CABLE.

CN-TAPE-B

ANT-CABLE

NOTE: Be sure to connect the ANT-CABLE to the right side connector in the picture below.

(3) Assemble the removed parts by reversing the disassembly procedure.

NOTE: When connecting the LCD-UNIT to the 
PCB ASSY/MAIN, be sure to fully insert 
the FPC into the connector.

NOTE: Attach the TAPE/CONNECTOR-B to the 
PCB ASSY/MAIN as shown in the right 
picture.

Reference position for attaching: 
Center of the connector
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4-2. LCD-MODULE
(1) Remove the MAIN-UNIT-VA4. (Refer to 4-1.)
(2) Remove the LCD-MODULE block from the CASE/INNER by pushing it with your fi nger from the back.

 

CASE/INNER

(3) Remove the LCD MODULE from the RUBBER/LCD.

 

LCD MODULE RUBBER/LCD

(4) Remove the SPRING (2 places).

 

SPRING

(5) Assemble the removed parts by reversing the disassembly procedure.
 * Attach the TAPE/LCD to the LCD MODULE referring to the picture below.

 

LCD MODULE

TAPE/LCD

Attach also to the back side.

Reference position for attaching: 
Align with the edge of LCD plate.
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5. U-CASE-UNIT

* he following explains the procedure after the U-CASE-UNIT has been removed from DT-X100 (Refer to 2-2). 

5-1. SPEAKER and ANT-UNIT
(1) Partially peel off  the SP-CUSHION from the 

HOLDER/SPEAKER.
(2) 

Undo 2 #0 screws  on both sides of the 
SP-HOLDER and remove the HOLDER/
SPEAKER.

KEY/PW

Peel off.

ANT-UNIT cable: White

HOLDER/SPEAKER

CUSHION/SPEAKER

ANTENNA/WLAN

(3) Gently insert a thin precision fl at-bladed 
screwdriver between the U-CASE and 
SPEAKER, and remove the SPEAKER by 
peeling it off .

Insert here.

(4) While raising the left end of the ANTENNA/
WLAN with your fi ngers, gently insert a thin 
precision fl at-bladed screwdriver between the 
ANTENNA/WLAN and UCASE, and remove 
the ANTENNA/WLAN by peeling it off .

Insert here. ANTENNA/WLAN

Raise here with your fingers.

(5) Assemble the removed parts by reversing the disassembly procedure.

NOTE: To attach the ANTENNA/WLAN to the side of the U-CASE, fi rst orient the ANTENNA/WLAN so 
that its adhesive side faces outward. (If the ANTENNA/WLAN is new, peel off  the release paper, 
beforehand.) Next, put the ANTENNA/WLAN fully in the groove of the U-CASE and attach it to the 
side of the U-CASE. In this case, be sure that the ANTENNA/WLAN is fully put in and does not 
protrude to the end surface of the case.

Pass the antenna cable here.

Insert into the place indicated with a dotted line.
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Orient the SPEAKER so that its lead wires come to the left side as shown below and attach it to the 
U-CASE. (In the picture, note that the CUSHION/SPEAKER is intentionally removed to show you the 
position of the lead wires. In reality, it is attached.) 
In this case, raise the antenna cable to prevent it from being caught and set the SPEAKER. Then, return 
the antenna cable as it was.
When the SPEAKER is new, assemble it after peeling off  the release paper of the W-TAPE/SPEAKER, 
and then attach the CUSHION/SPEAKER after assembling the HOLDER/SPEAKER. 

SPEAKER

W-TAPE/SPEAKER

CUSHION/SPEAKER

Be sure that the lead wires do 
not come in contact with the rib.

5-2. KEY2-UNIT and TEN-KEY-SUB-ASSY
(1) Gently insert a thin precision fl at-bladed screwdriver between the SPACER-BLOCK and KEY2 UNIT 

PCB that is attached with double faced tape, raise the KEY2 UNIT PCB by peeling it off , and remove the 
BLOCK/SPACER.

Insert here.

SPACER/BLOCK

KEY2 UNIT PCB

(2) Undo 2 #0 screws and raise the KEY2-UNIT.

KEY2 UNIT

#0 screws (Phillips head)
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(3) Insert a thin precision fl at-bladed screwdriver 
under the KEY2 UNIT PCB and lift the PCB 
until the holes of the PCB come off  the 
bosses.

Insert here.

Bosses

KEY2 UNIT PCB

(4) Insert a thin precision fl at-bladed screwdriver between the terminal 
board of the KEY2-UNIT and U-CASE, and remove the KEY2-
UNIT by peeling off  the double faced tape W-TAPE/SUP that is 
attached around the 2 power supply terminals.

Insert here.

W-TAPE/SUP

IrDA element

Removed KEY2-UNIT.

NOTE: When you peel off  the W-TAPE/SUP with the precision fl at-bladed screwdriver, be careful not to damage 
the IrDA element mounted in the center part of the terminal board.

(5) After removing the KEY2-UNIT, the KEY/NUMERIC and MIC can be removed.

KEY/NUMERICMIC
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(6) Assemble the removed parts by reversing the disassembly procedure.

NOTE: Once the TEN-KEY-SUB-ASSY is removed by peeling it off , assemble it using the new W-TAPE/
KEY.

Peel off the release 
paper and attach 
the KEYTAPE 
while aligning the 
KEYTAPE with the 
positioning ribs and 
bosses of the 
U-CASE.

Run your fingertip 
along the dotted line 
to securely attach the 
KEY-TAPE against 
the case, peel off the 
PET release paper, 
and attach the 
TEN-KEYSUB-ASSY.

W-TAPE/KEY

Positioning ribs

Positioning bosses

NOTE: When the new KEY2 UNIT is used, 
lightly fold it to make an angle as shown 
on the right, beforehand. 

Insert here.

Bosses

KEY2 UNIT PCB

NOTE: Use the new W-TAPE/SUP. After peeling off  
the release paper, attach the KEY2 UNIT to the 
U-CASE.

NOTE: Assemble the terminal board of the KEY2-UNIT as shown below. Engage the 2 holes of the PCB part 
with the positioning bosses.

Positioning bosses
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5-3. Replacing the U-CASE
(1) Remove the U-CASE-UNIT from DT-X100. (Refer to 2-2.)
(2) Remove the following parts from the defective U-CASE-UNIT.
• SPEAKER & SP-CUSHION, ANT-UNIT, PW-SUB-ASSY, and SP-HOLDER (Refer to 5-1.)
• KEY2-UNIT & SPACER-BLOCK, TEN-KEY-SUB-ASSY (Refer to 5-2.)

(3) Assemble the above removed parts on the new TOKU-U-ASSY. (Refer to 5-1 and 5-2.)

NOTE: The double faced tape KEY-TAPE for attaching the TEN-KEY-SUB-ASSY and the double faced tape 
PW-TAPE for attaching the PW-SUB-ASSY are already attached to the TOKU-U-ASSY. Therefore, 
assemble the respective parts after peeling off  PET release paper (KEY-TAPE) and release paper 
(PW-TAPE). 

NOTE: Be sure to use the new double faced tape SUP-TAPE that is used for the power supply terminal of 
the KEY2-UNIT.

NOTE: If a protective sheet is attached to the back side of the display part of the TOKU-U-ASSY, peel it off .

(4) Assemble the I-CASE-UNIT on the assembled U-CASE-UNIT, then assemble the L-CASE-UNIT on them. 
(Refer to 2-2 and 2-1.)

5-4. Replacing the DP-PANEL2
(1) Remove the U-CASE-UNIT from DT-X100. (Refer to 2-2.)
(2) While paying attention not to damage the U-CASE and keys, push the DP-PANEL2 from the back to 

make a gap, then insert your nail into the gap and peel off  the DP-PANEL2 from the U-CASE.
(3) By using scotch tape or the like, completely remove the old double faced tape DP-TAPE from the 

U-CASE so that no residue remains.
(4) If the FILTER/SPEAKER is damaged when you remove the residue of the DP-TAPE, replace it with the 

new one.

FILTER/SPEAKER

(5) First, peel off  the release paper on the center trigger key side of the DP-TAPE starting from its cut 
sections. Then, attach that peeled section of the DP-TAPE to the U-CASE while aligning the corners of 
the positioning holes in the DP-TAPE with those of the display opening in the U-CASE.
In this case, be sure that the positions of the key holes in the DT-TAPE coincide with those of the center 
trigger key and the cursor keys.

Reference position for attaching: 
Corners of the case opening and 

those of the tape positioning holes 

Positioning holes

Peel off the center
trigger key side.

Cut sections
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(6) Next, peel off  the remaining release paper on the power key side of the DP-TAPE, and attach that peeled 
section of the DP-TAPE to the U-CASE. In this case, be sure that the positions of the power key hole and 
LED holes in the DP-TAPE coincide with those of power key and the LEDs.

(7) Strongly trace the adhesive section of the DP-TAPE’s PET release paper to securely attach it to the 
U-CASE.

(8) Remove the LED-LENS by peeling it off  from 
the removed DP-PANEL2. Then, by using 
scotch tape or the like, completely remove 
the old double faced tape from both the LED-
LENS and DP-PANEL2 so that no residue 
remains.

LED-LENS

DP PANEL2

(9) Attach the LED-LENS to the new DP-
PANEL2 with the new LED-TAPE.

LED-TAPE

(10) Peel off  the DP-TAPE’s PET release paper 
attached to the U-CASE. In this case, push 
the U-CASE from the back to make a gap, 
and peel off  the PET release paper by 
inserting your nail into the gap.

(11) Peel off  the protective sheet on the back 
side of the new DP-PANEL2, and then 
attach the DP-PANEL2 to the U-CASE 
while aligning it with the concave part of the 
U-CASE.

(12) Firmly attach the DP-PANEL2 to the 
U-CASE by pinching them with your fi ngers 
with a strong force.
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5-5. Fixing the PROTECTOR
(1) Attach the TAPE/PROTECTOR while aligning it with the reference positions. 
(Laser model)

Reference position for attachingTAPE/PROTECTOR

(2D model)

Reference position for attachingTAPE/PROTECTOR

(2) Peel off  the release paper of the TAPE/PROTECTOR and install the PROTECTOR.

(Laser model) (2D model)

PROTECTOR PROTECTOR
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5-1. Test Equipments
The following equipments are needed for inspecting the hardware.

DC power source unit
Output : 0 - 10V, 3A

DC Voltage meter
Range : 0 - 10 [V]

DC Ammeter
Range : 10mA/ 100mA/ 1 A

PC with LMWIN communication 
utility and Microsoft ActiveSync 
installed.

HA-F60IO USB cradle DT-380USB cable

AD-S42120B AC adapter WLAN access point
(IEEE802.11b/g)
Recommendation : Cisco 
1231G
(URL: http://www.cisco.com/)

LAN cable

DT-X100
(a device that functions 
normally)

USB memory
Recommendation: Buffaro RUF-2-E256-B
(URL : http://buffalo.jp)
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5-2. Service Utility Software
Service Utility Software is a tool for hardware test and various settings.

5-2-1. How to obtain
The Service Utility Software is available from the following Website for the Authorized Service Center.
(ID and Password for ASC is necessary for the downloading of Software.)
URL: https://www.servicecasio.com/web/manual/m_dl.php
File name: Dtx100.zip 

5-2-2.File list
Unzip the “Dtx100.zip” fi le on computer. Then the following two folders appear.

Folder File name
\DIAG BTLineTest (Shortcut)

CradleUSBTest (Shortcut)
Diag.ini
Diag_PY055EC7.exe
IdChk_PY055EC7.exe
IdSet_PY055EC7.exe
ModelInfo.ini
rainbow_angled_qvga.bmp
rainbow_angled_vga.bmp
WLANCalib.exe
WLANTest (Shortcut)
zDiagDelete.exe

\DIAG\WLAN BTLineTest.exe
BTServer.exe
BTTest.dat
BTTest.ini
FLCE (Shortcut)
FLCE.exe
wlancfg1.ini to wlancfg8.ini
WLANTest.exe

5-2-3. Installation to DT-X100
According to DT-X100 to be tested, copy unzipped above DIAG folder to the Flash Disk on DT-X1001.
Note:

MAIN PCB ASSY, which is a service part, is shipped with Service Utility Software installed in Flash Disk.
So, you do not have to install the software when testing MAIN PAC ASSY after replacement.
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5-2-4. Start-up and termination of test program
Start-up
Start up Diag_PY055EC7.exe on desktop by following the procedure below.

 Enable the Mouse Emulator function.

 Without a cursor displayed on the screen, press the “Fn” key and then press the “4” key.
 This displays the cursor on the screen.
 Note: For cursor operation, please refer to the Users Guide.

 Double-click “My Device”.
 Double-click “FlashDisk”.
 Double-click “DIAG”.
5 Double-click “Diag_PY055EC7”.

Start-up screen of Diag_PY055EC7

PY-055EC7 Test Program 2.09.7.1
Top MENU

[1]. All Test
[2]. Test limited to model (Auto judge)
[3]. Pattern Test Log
[4]. Assembly Test Log
[5]. Test Log Delete

[CLR] -> Exit

“[1] All test” is the only one to be used in services.

Do not select [2] to [5].

Screen title (Varies with models. See Note below.)
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Menu screen list
There are 5 menu screens including top menu for a test program.
The following are each of them and shows how to shift between them.

Note:
When operating the test program, please disable the Mouse Emulator function.
Otherwise, numeric values you enter will be rejected.

To disable the Mouse Emulator function, press the “Fn” key and the press the “4” key with the cursor 
displayed on the screen.

Exit
Pressing the “CLR” key on any of the Menu screens exits the test program.

PY-055EC7 Test Program 2.09.7.1
All Test MENU-1

[1]. RAM
[2]. ROM
[3]. EEPROM
[4]. Key-1
[5]. ADC-Sensor
[6]. LCD
[7]. LCD Backlight
[8]. Operation LED
[9]. Speaker
[0]. Vibrator

[ > ] -> Next Menu
[ < ] -> Previous Menu
a[CLR] -> Exit

PY-055EC7 Test Program 2.09.7.1
Top MENU

[1]. All Test
[2]. Test limited to model (Auto judge)
[3]. Pattern Test Log
[4]. Assembly Test Log
[5]. Test Log Delete

[CLR] -> Exit

PY-055EC7 Test Program 2.09.7.1
All Test MENU-3

[1]. Current - Run mode
[2]. Current - Sleep mode
[3]. Dummy Load of Main Batt
[4]. Dummy Load of Sub Batt
[5]. Current - Laser

[7]. Cradle I/F (USB Host)
[8]. Current - 2D Scanner
[9]. 2D Scanner Dust Check

[ > ] -> Next Menu
[ < ] -> Previous Menu
[CLR] -> Exit

PY-055EC7 Test Program 2.09.7.1
All Test MENU-2

[3]. Battery Cover SW (Standard)
      Laser I/F
[5]. Laser Calibration
[6]. Laser Double Line

[0]. Charge LED (Cradle)

[ > ] -> Next Menu
[ < ] -> Previous Menu
[CLR] -> Exit

PY-055EC7 Test Program 2.09.7.1
All Test MENU-4

[1]. Audio(Rec&Rep)

[3]. LCD Backlight Calibration

[6]. Laser Barcode read

[8]. IrDA
[9]. IrDA(Opposing Machine)
[0]. 2D Scanner Barcode Read

[ > ] -> Next Menu
[ < ] -> Previous Menu
[CLR] -> Exit

MENU-2

Top MENU

MENU-3 MENU-4

MENU-1
[ < ]

[ > ]

[ < ]

[ > ]

[ < ]

[ 1 ]

[ < ]

[ > ]
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5-3. List of Test Items
The following table lists the test items for each model. 

Category No. Item Time
needed Equipments

Function

1 RAM 1 sec

2 ROM 10 sec

3 Key 15 sec

4 LCD 15 sec

5 Backlight 5 sec

6 Operation LED 10 sec

7 Speaker 12 sec

8 Vibrator 5 sec

9 Charge LED 10 sec  HA-F60IO

10 USB HOST 10 sec  HA-F60IO
 USB memory

11 Audio(Rec & Rep) 15 sec

12 IrDA 10 sec  DT-X100 
(a device that functions normally)

13 Battery Cover SW 10 sec

14 Barcode read 10 sec

Communi-cation

1 USB 10 sec
 PC
 HA-F60IO
 USB cable

2 Bluetooth 15 sec  DT-X100 
(a device that functions normally)

3 WLAN 15 sec  PC
 WLAN access point

Current measure-ment

1 Run mode Current 5 sec  DC power supply unit
 DC ammeter

2 Sleep mode Current 5 sec

3 Main Dummy Current 5 sec

4 Laser Current 5 sec

5 2D Current 5 sec
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5-4. Function Test
5-4-1. RAM
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Select [SDRAM]. The increment data is written to, read 
from and then compared with the 
maximum possible SDRAM area.

If OK:
The screen returns to the Menu screen.

If any problem:
The failed addresses, correct data and 
wrong data are displayed.
 Pressing the “ENT” key returns you 

to the Menu screen.

5-4-2. ROM
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Select [FLASH-ROM]. Checksum of storage areas for 
BootSelector/SYSBoot/OSLoader/OS is 
calculated and automatically checked.
Also, 64KB fi les are written, read and 
compared.

If OK:
The screen returns to the Menu screen.

If any problem:
An error indication is displayed.
 Pressing the “ENT” key returns you 

to the Menu screen.

5-4-3. Key
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Select [Key]. Press all keys in sequence.
The pressed keys appear inverted on the 
screen. 

(Attention)
To test the “FN” key function, press the 
button twice.

Once every key is pressed, the screen 
returns to the Menu screen.

Pressing the “ENT” key twice in the 
middle stops the test and returns you to 
the Menu screen.
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5-4-4. LCD
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Select [LCD]. Display pattern screens shown on the 
left.
(Pressing the “ENT” key changes the 
screens in sequence.)

If the patterns are displayed correctly:
 Press the “1” key.

If any failure is found with the display:
 Press the “0” key.

Pressing “1” or “0” returns you to the 
Menu screen.
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5-4-5. Backlight
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Select [Backlight]. The backlight brightness is maximized.
 Press the “ENT” key.

The backlight brightness is minimized.
 Press the “ENT” key.

The backlight brightness is set to a typical 
level.
 Press the “ENT” key.

The judgment screen appears.

If brightness has changed correctly: OK
 Press the “1” key.

If brightness did not change: Failure
 Press the “0” key. 

Pressing “1” or “0” returns you to the 
Menu screen.

5-4-6. Operation LED
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Select [Operation LED]. LED lights in red and the whole screen is 
displayed in red.
 Press the “ENT” key.

LED lights in green and the whole screen 
is displayed in green.
 Press the “ENT” key.

LED lights in blue and the whole screen 
is displayed in blue.
 Press the “ENT” key.

The judgment screen appears.

If LED lights normally: OK
 Press the “1” key. 

If LED does not light normally: Failure
 Press the “0” key.

Pressing “1” or “0” returns you to the 
Menu screen.
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5-4-7. Speaker
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Select [Speaker].  The volume changes from small, 
medium to large at frequency of 3kHz.

 The volume changes from small, 
medium to large at frequency of 
10kHz.

The sound time for each volume is 0.3 
sec. and the sound is repeated for 4 
times. 

If sound from the speaker is correct: OK
 Press the “1” key.

If sound from the speaker is incorrect: 
Failure

 Press the “0” key.

Pressing “1” or “0” returns you to the 
Menu screen.

5-4-8. Vibrator
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Select [Vibrator]. After operating Vibrator for 3 seconds, 
the result screen is displayed.

If Vibrator vibrates: OK
 Press the “1” key.

If Vibrator do not vibrate: Failure
 Press the “0” key.

Pressing “1” or “0” returns you to the 
Menu screen.

5-4-9. Charge LED
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Set DT-X100to HA-
F60IO.

(Attention)
Use a battery not fully 
charge

Select [Charge LED].

Check that a Charge LED lights in orange 
or green.

If LED lights properly: OK
 Press the “1” key.

If LED does not light: Failure
 Press the “0” key.

Pressing “1” or “0” returns you to the 
Menu screen.
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5-4-10. USB HOST
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Install USB memory to 
HA-F60IO. 
Set a mode switch of HA-
F60IO to “A”.

Set DT-X100 to HA-
F60IO.

Select [USB HOST].

A TEST fi le (approx. 64Kb) is written to, 
read from and then compared with a USB 
memory connected to a cradle.

If OK: 
The screen returns to the Menu screen.

If any problem:
An error indication is displayed.
 Pressing the “ENT” key returns you 

to the Menu screen.

5-4-11. Audio (Rec & Rep)
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Select [Audio (Rec&Rep)].

Enter voice from a 
microphone.

Output the voice fed from the microphone 
through a speaker.

If OK: Press the “1” key.
If any problem: Press the “0” key.

Pressing “1” or “0” returns you to the 
Menu screen.
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5-4-12. IrDA
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Opposing machine

Select [IrDA(Opposing 
machine)].

Send the received data automatically.
The communication speed is FIR.

2

Test target machine

With the opposing 
machine set face-to-
face with the IrDA outlet, 
select [IrDA].

The communication 
distance is 20cm.
The test target machine 
faces the opposing 
machine directly.

Data (256kB) is sent to the opposing 
machine.
The communication speed is FIR.

The opposing machine sends the 
received data.

The data received from the opposing 
machine and the sent data are matched 
and automatically checked.

If OK, the machine returns to the Menu 
screen.

If any problem, an error indication is 
displayed. Pressing the “ENT” key returns 
you to the Menu screen.

5-4-13. Battery Cover SW
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Remove a main battery 
cover with the DT-X100 
power ON.

DT-X100 detects that the cover was 
opened and turns off its power.

Attaching the battery cover and pressing 
the power key returns DT-X100 to its 
original condition.
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5-4-14. Barcode Read
Laser Scanner

No Operation Display Test Details

1

Start up Scanner Demo.

  Start Menu

  Program

  Utility

  Laser Scanner Demo

2

Press the “L-Trigger” key 
to read a barcode.

The read data is displayed on the screen.

Check that the barcode can be read 
correctly.

Click “X” at the top right of the screen to 
end Scanner Demo.

Image Scanner

No Operation Display Test Details

1

Start up Scanner Demo.

  Start Menu

  Program

  Utility

  Image Scanner Demo

2 Select [1. Single Decode].

3

Press the “L-Trigger” key 
to read a barcode.

The read data is displayed on the screen.

Check that the barcode can be read 
correctly.

Click “X” at the top right of the screen to 
end Scanner Demo.
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DT-X100 (Test unit)

HA-F60IO

DT-380 USB cable

AD-S42120AE AC Adaptor

PC: None specifi ed
* Pre-installation of the LMWIN 

Utility Software is required.

5-5. USB Communication
5-5-1. Test equipment confi guration
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5-5-2. Script fi le
Here, you will learn how to create a test script fi le. 
If you have already created the fi le, please go on to 5-5-3.

 Create a data fi le on computer.
Destination to save : C:\
File name : USBDATA.DAT
Size : Approx. 128KB

 Start up LMWIN.
 Select “New” from the “Script” menu.

Write scripts.

Click the “Save As” button.

/S "C:\USBDATA.DAT" \FlashDisk\DIAG\WLAN
/R \FlashDisk\DIAG\WLAN\USBDATA.DAT C:\

Enter the Script name.

Destination to save:\C:\Program Files\LMW
File name: USBTest.scr

Click the “Save” button.
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5-5-3. Computer operation
 Start up LMWIN.
 Select “USB” from the “Confi gure” menu.

 Select “Script File” from the “Execute” menu.

 Select “USBTest.scr” from the list and click the “OK” button.

5-5-4. DT-X100 operation
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Execute “USB Test 
(shortcut)”.

Access the below for “USB 
Test (shortcut)”:
\FlashDisk\DIAG\

USB.dat (128 KB) is sent and received 
between the computer and DT-X100.

When the communication completes 
successfully, a DIAG folder is displayed.
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5-6. Bluetooth communication
No Operation Display Test Details

1

Opposing machine

Start up “BT Server”.
Select one from the BT 
Test Server A to F.

The communication 
distance is 3m. 

2

Test target machine

Start “BTLineTest”.

Select a Line Test (A, B 
or C) which matches with 
a Server (A, B or C) you 
selected for the opposing 
machine.

e.g.
If you selected Server A 
for the opposing machine, 
select Line Test A for the 
test target machine.

The opposing machine is automatically 
detected.

The test target machine is automatically 
connected to the opposing machine and 
data is transmitted/received between 
them.

When the test completes successfully, a 
screen shown on the left appears.
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5-7. WLAN communication
For DT-X100M10R/M10R-CN/M10R2/M10R2-CN/M30R/M30R-CN/M50R/M70R

5-7-1. Test Confi guration

PC Access Point

LAN CABLE Wireless 
Transmission

5-7-2. Format of Confi guration File
Create a confi guration fi le that matches the test environment.
This section describes the format.

If the fi le has already been created, proceed to Section 5-7-3.

 1. wlancfg1.ini ~ wlancfg8.ini
Designate the Access Point SS_ID and the DT-X100 IP address.
These fi les are included in the DT-X100 folders shown below.

\FlashDisk\DIAG\WLAN

[WLAN]
WLANPOWER=1
POWERSAVE=1
WLANCFG=1
BancConfi g=1
RoamingRSSILever=-78
RoamingAvailableTime=60
RoamingRSSISpan=1

[STATIC]
SSID=PY-055_SS_test
ADHOC=0

Access Point SS_ID

[TCPIP]
DHCP=0
IPADDRESS=132.1.70.30
SUBNETMASK=255.255.255.0
DEFAULTGATEWAY=
DNS1=
DNS2=
WINS1=
WINS2=

IP Address assigned to DT-X100

Follow the above steps to create up to wlancfg8.(Do not use an overlapping IP address)

 2. FLCE (Shot Cut)
Designate the IP address of the PC used for transmission.
This fi le is included in the DT-X100 folders shown below.

\FlashDisk\DIAG\WLAN

51#"\FlashDisk\DIAG\WLAN\FLCE.exe" /y={lan,132.1.70.41,}
   
IP Address for the PC
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 3. Script File
 Create the data fi le on the PC.

Save in: C:\
File Name: WLANDATA.dat
Size: Approx. 128 KB

 Start up LMWIN.
 Select [New] from [Script] Menu.

 4. Access Point
Verify that the SS_ID is identical to the one written in wlancfg1 ~ wlancfg8.
Verify that the Access Point IP address is included in the same network as the IP address written in 
wlancfg1 ~ wlancfg8.

Write scripts.

Click on [Save As].

/S “C:\WLANDATA.dat” C:\FlashDisk\DIAG\WLAN
/R C:\FlashDisk\DIAG\WLAN\WLANDATA.dat C:\WLAN1\

 Enter the script name.
  Save in: \C:\Program Files\LMWIN
  File Name: WLANTest1.scr

 Click on [Save] button.
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5-7-3. PC Operation
 Start up LMWIN.
 Select [TCP/IP (New)] from [Confi gure] menu.

 Select [Script File] from [Execute] menu.

 Select [WLANTest1.scr] from the list and click on [OK].
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5-7-4 DT-X100 Operation

No Operation Display Display Details

1

Executing [WLANTest] on 
DT-X100.

If the mouse emulator is 
activated,
press [Fn]  [4] keys to 
turn it OFF.

2 Pressing [1] key.

The screen on the left will be displayed 
and the system will reboot.

3 Executing transmission 
after reboot.

WLANDATA.dat will be transmitted 
between the PC and DT-X100.

The result will be automatically evaluated.

4 Inputting [Enter] key and 
exiting [WLANTest].
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5-8. Power Consumption Measurement
5-8-1. Test equipment confi guration

5-8-2. Measurement items and specifi cations

Item Supply voltage Current value
Run mode 4.0V 200 mA or lower
Sleep mode 4.0V 65 mA or lower
Main Dummy load 4.0V 70-100 mA
OFF 4.0V 1 mA or lower
Laser Scanner movement 4.0V 150 mA or lower
Linear Imager movement 4.0V 150 mA or lower
2D Module movement 4.0V 360 mA or lower

5-8-3. Run mode
No Operation Display Inspection contents

1

Set the supply voltage to 
4.0V.

Select [Run mode 
current] in the test 
program.

Backlight is turned off.

Check that the current value is as follows.
- “200 mA” or lower

Within spec: Press the “1” key.
Out of spec: Press the “0” key.

Pressing “1” or “0” returns you to the 
Menu screen.

DT-X100

DC Ammeter

Direct current stabilized power source

Battery terminal

Tape down the battery 
cover sensor button.
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5-8-4. Sleep mode
No Operation Display Inspection contents

1

Set the supply voltage to 
4.0V.

Select [Sleep mode 
Current] in the test 
program.

Backlight is turned off.

Check that the current value is as follows.
- “65 mA” or lower

Within spec: Press the “1” key.
Out of spec: Press the “0” key.

Pressing “1” or “0” returns you to the 
Menu screen.

5-8-5. Main Dummy Load
No Operation Display Inspection contents

1

Set the supply voltage to 
4.0V.

Select [Main Dummy 
Load] in the test program.

Check that the current value is as follows.
- “70-100 mA” 

Within spec: Press the “1” key.
Out of spec: Press the “0” key.

Pressing “1” or “0” returns you to the 
Menu screen.

5-8-6. Power off
No Operation Display Inspection contents

1

Set the supply voltage to 
4.0V.

Turn off the DT-X100 
power.

Check that the current value is as follows.
- “1 mA” or lower 
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5-8-7. Laser Scanner movement
No Operation Display Inspection contents

1

Set the supply voltage to 
4.0V.

Select [Laser Current] in 
the test program.

Backlight is turned off.

Check that the current value is as follows.
- “150 mA” or lower (DT-X100M10 series/

M30 series)
- “250 mA” or lower (DT-X100M50R)

Within spec: Press the “1” key.
Out of spec: Press the “0” key.

Pressing “1” or “0” returns you to the 
Menu screen.

5-8-8. 2D Module movement (For DT-X100M10 series/M30 series only)

No Operation Display Inspection contents

1

Set the supply voltage to 
4.0V.

Select [2D Current] in the 
test program.

Backlight is turned off.

Check that the current value is 360mA or 
lower.

Within spec: Press the “1” key.
Out of spec: Press the “0” key.

Pressing “1” or “0” returns you to the 
Menu screen.
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6. ADJUSTMENT/SETTING
This chapter describes adjustment and setting for DT-X100.
Please conduct the adjustment/setting as needed when repairing DT-X100.

6-1. Adjustment/Setting List
The following list shows adjustment/setting items and conditions for the adjustment/setting.

Item

Parts to replace Target model

EquipmentsMain 
PCB

LCD 
module

Laser
module Laser 2D Imager

1 Product ID

2 Backlight 
Intensity

 Display Tester
 Black/white sensor

3 LCD Flicker  Display Tester
 Black/white sensor

4 CODEC 
Calibration

5 Laser 
Calibration Users Guide

: Conduct adjustment/setting for relevant items
Blank : No need of adjustment/setting

6-2. Equipment

Multimedia Display Tester and monochrome sensor

Manufacturer: 
Yokogawa Electric (http://www.yokogawa.co.jp)

Model:
329802 (main body) and 329811(monochrome sensor)

Users Guide

Barcode for Laser Calibration
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6-3. Product ID

No Operation Display Test Details

1

Start up “IDSET_PY055”. Check that an individual ID write tool has 
been started up.

2

Enter a product serial 
number.

Check that an individual ID has been 
entered in the “InputID” column.

3

Press the “ENT” key. Check that a message “Model/ID Setting 
Successed” has appeared.

Press the “ENT” key to close the “Success” 
message, and then press “Fn” and “CLR” 
keys.

The ID write tool is terminated.
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DT-X100

Protection
Rubber329802 329821 or 329811

LCD surface of DT-X100

No Operation Display Test Details

1

Start up DiagPY055.

Select [Bright control].

A number below 9 is displayed in blue.

Set a luminance meter onto LCD of DT-
X100. Adjust the reading to be 175-185 
by using the “UP” and “DOWN” keys.

 The step width is changeable as 
shown below.

 “1” key  1 step
 “5” key  5 steps (default)

2

Press the “>” key. Set a luminance meter onto LCD of 
DT-X100. Adjust the reading to be the 
following value by using the “UP” and 
“DOWN” keys.
- “35-45” 

 The step width is changeable as 
shown below.

 “1” key  1 step
 “5” key  5 steps (default)

After the adjustment, press the “ENT” 
key. This saves the setting and returns 
you to the Menu screen.

6-4. Backlight Intensity
The backlight brightness varies by LCD.
Set the data correcting this variation to Main PCB.

Note:
 If this adjustment is not conducted, a typical value preset in DT-X100 will be applied.
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6-5. LCD Flicker
The screen may fl icker depending on the combination of the LCD module and Main PCB.
Adjust the screen to minimize this fl icker.

DT-X100

Protection
Rubber329802 329821 or 329811

LCD surface of DT-X100

No Operation Display Test Details

1

Start up DiagPY055.

Select [Flicker control].

Set a luminance meter onto LCD of DT-
X100. Adjust the reading to be 2% or 
lower by using the “UP” and “DOWN” 
keys.

After the adjustment, press the “ENT” 
key. This saves the setting and returns 
you to the Menu screen.

6-6. Laser Calibration
Adjust a laser emission width and save the data to the Main PCB.

No Operation Display Test Details

1

Start up DiagPY055.

Select [Laser Calibration].

Open a page showing 
barcodes for emission 
width adjustment, on 
Users Guide. Adjust a 
distance between a DT-
X100 Laser Filter (window) 
and barcode to be 60mm.

In this state, press the 
“Center” key.

Calibration is executed automatically.
If the calibration is successful, “Calibration 
OK” is displayed and a laser beam lights 
in order of Wide, Middle and Narrow for 1 
second respectively. (repeated)

Pressing the “ENT” key turns off the 
laser beam and returns you to the Menu 
screen.

If the calibration fails, an error indication 
is displayed . Pressing the “ENT” key 
returns you to the Menu screen.
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7. EXPLODED VIEW/PARTS LIST

Page
7-1. EXPLODED VIEW
 1. FINAL  ..................................................................................................................................68
 2. UPPER CASE .......................................................................................................................69
 3. INNER CASE ........................................................................................................................70
 4. LOWER CASE ......................................................................................................................71
 5. BUNDLED ITEMS .................................................................................................................72

7-2. PARTS LIST .................................................................................................................................73

7-3. CRADLE
 1. EXPLODED VIEW (HA-F62IO, HA-F60IO, HA-F30CHG) ....................................................76
 2. EXPLODED VIEW (HA-F62IOA, HA-F60IOA) .....................................................................77
 3. PARTS LIST (HA-F62IO, HA-F62IOA, HA-F60IO, HA-F60IOA, HA-F30CHG) ....................78

Notes: 1. The numbers in the item column correspond to the same numbers in exploded view.
2. MARKS:

Q: Quantity used per unit
R: Rank A: Essential

B: Stock recommended
C: Less recommended
X: No stock recommended

3. Refer the latest "Parts Price Code" at "PARTS FINDER" on the Casio Service WEB site 
(https://www.servicecasio.com).
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7-1. EXPLODED VIEW
1. FINAL

UPPER CASE

LOWER CASE

INNER CASE

43

43

44

LASER model 2D model

43
43

43



1-13

1-12
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3. INNER CASE

17

16

15

14

35

13

12

12-1



(19-6-1)

19-6
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5. BUNDLED ITEMS

6. TOOLS

49
50

46

47 48

45



D
T

-X
1
0
0
-1

0
E

D
T

-X
1
0
0
-2

0
E

FINAL

43 10288956 TAPE/CONNECTOR-B RJC503687-002V01 7 7 X

44 10288959 TAPE/CONNECTOR-C RJC503687-003V01 1 1 X

UPPER CASE

1 10515215 CASE ASSY/UPPER RJC503604*004 TK 1 1 C

1-1 10287627 W-TAPE/PW RJC503659-001V01 1 1 C

1-2 10286764 W-TAPE/KEY RJC503558-001V01 1 1 C

1-3 10278340 FILTER/IR RJC503481-001V01 1 1 C

1-4 10278351 TAPE/IR RJC503518-001V01 1 1 C

1-5 10278348 FILTER/MIC RJC503316-001V01 1 1 C

1-6 10278352 MIC KUF4723-018140 1 1 C

1-7 10278341 PACKING RJC503479-001V01 1 1 C

1-8 10278338 CUSHION/DP RJC503319-001V01 1 1 C

1-9 10500809 PANEL/DP RJC503990-003V02 1 1 C

1-10 10278349 D-TAPE/DISPLAY RJC503327-001V01 1 1 C

1-11 10278345 FILTER/SPEAKER RJC503317-001V01 1 1 C

� 1-12 10278343 LED-LENS-PY055 RJC503470-001V01 1 1 C

� 1-13 10288243 W-TAPE/LED RJC503318-001V02 1 1 C

2 10500805 KEY/NUMERIC RJC503500*006V02 1 1 C

3 10515208 KEY FPC ASSY RJC507317*001 TK 1 1 B

3-1 10278344 W-TAPE/SUP RJC503314-001V01 2 2 C

4 10278339 SPACER/BLOCK RJC503480-001V01 1 1 C

5 10278350 W-TAPE/BLOCK RJC503517-001V01 1 1 C

6 10515212 ANTENNA/WLAN RJC503584*002 TK 1 1 C

7 10500801 KEY/PW RJC503498*003V02 1 1 C

8 10283553 SPEAKER SCG-16-1B-LW-J 1 1 C

9 10278346 W-TAPE/SPEAKER RJC503326-001V01 1 1 C

10 10283552 HOLDER/SPEAKER RJC503560-001V01 1 1 C

11 10288957 CUSHION/SPEAKER RJC503650-001V02 1 1 C

S1 10245662 SCREW RJC502609-002V01 4 4 X

INNER CASE

12 10522797 PCB ASSY/MAIN RJC507502*003 TK 1 1 A �����

12 10522798 PCB ASSY/MAIN RJC507502*004 TK 1 A

12-1 10507857 CABLE/ANTENNA 8EE9JQ045000000101 1 1 C

43 10288956 TAPE/CONNECTOR-B RJC503687-002V01 1 1 C

13 10490275 SPRING RJC507021-001V01 2 2 C

14 10497573 CASE/INNER RJC507414-001V01 1 1 C

15 10497572 RUBBER/LCD RJC507413-001V01 1 1 C

16 10497571 LCD MODULE COM24H2P32XLC 1 1 A

17 10507431 FPC/LCD RJC507483-001V01 1 1 C
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LOWER CASE

18 10515216 CASE ASSY/LOWER RJC506319*004 TK 1 C OLD

� 18 10580261 CASE ASSY/LOWER RJC506319*013 TK 1 NEW

18 10515217 CASE ASSY/LOWER RJC506319*005 TK 1 C OLD

� 18 10580259 CASE ASSY/LOWER RJC506319*011 TK 1 NEW

18-1 10497543 FILTER/LASER RJC507379-001V01 1 C

18-2 10312844 FILTER/2D RJC504092-001V01 1 C

18-3 10311677 TRG-L-SUB-ASSY RJC503520*002V01 1 1 C

18-4 10311679 TRG-R-SUB-ASSY RJC503521*002V01 1 1 C

18-5 10278358 W-TAPE/TRG-L RJC503477-001V01 1 1 C

18-6 10278359 W-TAPE/TRG-R RJC503478-001V01 1 1 C

18-7 10278369 BUTTON/RESET RJC503495-001V01 1 1 C

18-8 10105235 COVER/RESET RJC500631-001V01 1 1 C

18-9 10278371 BUTTON/DETECT RJC503487-001V01 1 1 C

18-10 10278373 SHEET/BATTERY RJC503496-001V01 1 1 C

18-11 10239292 LABEL/REVISION RJC502719-001V01 1 1 C

19 10515201 PCB ASSY/SUB RJC507387*001 TK 1 A OLD

19 10515202 PCB ASSY/SUB RJC507387*002 TK 1 A OLD

19-1 10497576 FFC/SUB RJC507375-001V01 1 1 C ���

(19-1-1) 10509968 SHEET/FPC RJC507495-001V01 2 2 C

(19-1-2) 10509910 SHEET/FPC RJC507496-001V01 1 1 C

19-6 10521729 FFC/SUB RJC507375-001V02 1 1 C ���

(19-6-1) 10500814 CUSHION/LASER-A RJC507454-001V01 3 3 C

19-2 10416076 BATTERY/BACKUP VL-2330/F1DK 1 1 C

19-3 10412391 CUSHION/SBAT RJC506118-001V01 1 1 C

19-4 10287497 TAPE/SBAT RJC503658-001V01 1 1 C

N 19 10580257 PCB ASSY/SUB RJC507755*002 TK 1 1 A NEW

19-1 10497576 FFC/SUB RJC507375-001V01 1 1 C ���

(19-1-1) 10509968 SHEET/FPC RJC507495-001V01 2 2 C

(19-1-2) 10509910 SHEET/FPC RJC507496-001V01 1 1 C

19-6 10521729 FFC/SUB RJC507375-001V02 1 1 C ���

(19-6-1) 10500814 CUSHION/LASER-A RJC507454-001V01 3 3 C

19-2 10416076 BATTERY/BACKUP VL-2330/F1DK 1 1 C

19-4 10287497 TAPE/SBAT RJC503658-001V01 1 1 C

N 19-5 10577547 CUSHION/SBAT RJC507757-001V01 2 2 C NEW

R RemarksN Item Code NO. Parts Name Specification
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20 10515203 USB-UNIT-VA4 RJC507423*001 TK 1 1 A
20-1 10278372 W-TAPE/USB RJC503315-001V01 1 1 C
43 10288956 TAPE/CONNECTOR-B RJC503687-002V01 2 2 C
21 10515204 PCB ASSY/TRG-L RJC507424*001 TK 1 1 C
22 10515205 PCB ASSY/TRG-R RJC507425*001 TK 1 1 C
23 10278356 COVER/TRG-L RJC503482-001V01 1 1 C
24 10278357 COVER/TRG-R RJC503483-001V01 1 1 C
25 10492793 VIBRATOR B2KA-CA20-A 1 1 C
26 10318353 COVER/BATTERY RJC504080-001V02 1 1 C
27 10501756 LASER SCANNER MDL-100B 1 A
28 10507432 CUSHION/LASER RJC507484-001V01 1 C
29 10497592 HOLDER/LASER RJC507411-001V01 1 C
30 10497591 FPC/LASER RJC507373-001V01 1 C
31 10500814 CUSHION/LASER-A RJC507454-001V01 1 C
32 10500815 CUSHION/LASER-B RJC507454-002V01 1 C
33 10288955 TAPE/CONNECTOR-A RJC503687-001V01 1 C
S4 10390354 SCREW/BIND RJC504463-004V01 2 C
34 10490352 2D MODULE N5603SR-BR4-1 1 A
35 10497595 HOLDER/2D RJC507412-001V01 1 C
36 10515207 FPC/2D RJC507403E101 TK 1 C
37 10500816 CUSHION/2D RJC507455-001V01 1 C
S7 10422006 SCREW/BIND RJC504463-007V01 2 X
38 10515532 UNIT/WLAN-5G RJC507418*001 TK 1 1 C
39 10363796 TAPE/CONNECTOR-G RJC503687-007V01 1 1 C
40 10497703 LABEL/RATING RJC503494-070V02 1 X
40 10497704 LABEL/RATING RJC503494-071V02 1 X
41 10499835 LABEL/CAUTION RJC503493-007V04 1 X
42 10331668 LABEL/AD RJC504246-001V01 1 X
S2 10284622 SCREW/ULTRA RJC500914-012V01 6 6 X
S3 10246158 SCREW RJC502609-003V01 2 3 X
S6 10246156 SCREW RJC502686-003V01 3 3 X

BUNDLED ITEMS
45 10319107 COVER/L-BATTERT RJC504106*001 TK 1 1 X
46 65132133 STRAP TYPE-A(BL) 1 1 X
47 10308349 PROTECTOR/LASER RJC503907-001V02 1 X
48 10312850 PROTECTOR/2D RJC504078-001V01 1 X

TOOLS
49 94900080 SPECIAL SCREW DRIVER D3LU0X88G 2.0X20 A
50 10195882 LEAD FREE SOLDER SR-34LFM-48 (0.8MM) B

1
1
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7-3. CRADLE
1. EXPLODED VIEW (HA-F62IO, HA-F60IO, HA-F30CHG)
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2. EXPLODED VIEW (HA-F62IOA, HA-F60IOA)
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3. PARTS LIST (HA-F62IO, HA-F62IOA, HA-F60IO, HA-F60IOA, HA-F30CHG)

UPPER CASE

H
A-

F6
2I

O
(P

Y5
54

AA
)

H
A-

F6
0I

O
(P

Y5
51

AA
)

H
A

-F
30

C
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G
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Y5
56
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)

H
A-

F6
2I

O
A

(P
Y5

54
AB

)

H
A-

F6
0I

O
A

(P
Y5

51
AB

)

1 10286567 CASE/UPPER RJC503346-001V02 1 1 1 X
1 10375534 CASE/UPPER RJC504972-001V01 1 1 X
20 10375535 COVER/UPPER RJC504973-001V01 1 1 X
21 10384113 LABEL/CAUTION RJC505142-001V01 1 1 X
2 10278771 PANEL/LED RJC502220-002V01 1 1 1 1 1 X
3 10278775 PANEL/SWITCH RJC503359-001V01 1 1 X
3 10278776 PANEL/SWITCH RJC503359-002V01 1 1 X
3 10278777 PANEL/SWITCH RJC503362-001V01 1 X

L-CASE-ASSY
4 10278784 PCB ASSY/MAIN RJC503391*001V01 1 A
4 10278785 PCB ASSY/MAIN RJC503391*002V01 1 A
4 10278786 PCB ASSY/MAIN RJC503391*003V01 1 A

FU1 10286935 FUSE 0468002.NR 1 1 1 A
4 10375566 PCB ASSY/MAIN RJC504960*001V01 1 A
4 10375567 PCB ASSY/MAIN RJC504960*002V01 1 A

FU1 10314638 FUSE 1206SFS400FM/32 1 1 A
22 10384669 HEAT-SHEET RJC505371-001 1 1 C
23 10375573 SW-ASSY RJC504999*001 1 1 C
5 10102320 RUBBER/FOOT SJ-5306 4 4 4 4 4 C

PDT-HOLDER-ASSY
6 10278787 HOLDER/PDT RJC503347-001V01 1 1 1 X
6 10375568 HOLDER/PDT RJC504984-001V01 1 1 X
7 10278788 GUIDE/PDT RJC503348-001V01 1 1 1 X
7 10375569 GUIDE/PDT RJC504985-001V01 1 1 X
8 10278789 LENS/LED RJC503352-001V01 1 1 1 1 1 X
9 10278790 TAPE/LED RJC503332-001V01 1 1 1 1 1 X
10 10102329 BUTTON RJC500720-001V01 1 1 1 C
11 10278791 PCB ASSY/PDT RJC503392*001V01 1 1 B
11 10375572 PCB ASSY/PDT RJC504962*001V01 1 1 B
11 10291312 PCB ASSY/PDT RJC503392*002V01 1 B
12 10291747 WIRE ASSY/PDT RJC503722*001V01 1 1 1 X
12 10384670 WIRE ASSY/PDT RJC505369*001 1 1 X
13 10284898 SPRING RJC503597-001V01 1 1 C
13 10375548 SPRING RJC504990-001V01 1 1 C
14 10278793 GUARD/TERM RJC503349-001V01 1 1 X
14 10278795 BLIND/TERM RJC503353-001V01 1 X
15 10278792 PCB ASSY/USB RJC503393*001V01 1 1 B
15 10375549 PCB ASSY/USB RJC504964*001V01 1 1 B
16 10291748 WIRE ASSY/USB RJC503723*001V01 1 1 X
16 10384671 WIRE ASSY/USB RJC505370*001V01 1 1 X

SCREWS
S1 10102311 SCREW/PAN-DSEMS S-PADLMA-2X6NI 8 8 8 8 8 X
S2 10097195 SCREW/BIND-TAP S-BDB0-3X8NI 2 2 2 2 2 X
S3 10102278 SCREW/BIND-TAP S-BDB0-2X6NI 6 6 6 4 4 X
S4 10138042 SCREW/PAN S-PAB0-2X6NI 3 3 X

CONNECTOR COVER
17 58610682 COVER/LAN TM-8-DC 1 1 X
18 10080409 COVER/USB-B RJC500219-001V01 1 1 1 1 X
19 10289853 COVER/USB-A TK-UCAP2(1/6) 1 1 1 1 X

Item# Part No. Part Name Discriptions
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